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1 INTRODUCTION
The present era has caused very important and speedy changes in the field of informatics technology, rendering the assistance of several electronic applications in the provision of health services essentially valuable, in collaboration with other scientific fields (law, finance, psychology, sociology). This multidisciplinary approach contributed to the orientation towards total quality management [1] with a view to offering optimal healthcare with the lowest possible cost [2]. Moreover, it has played a part in the adoption of modern management practices, strategic planning and open governance, which are mainly characterized by the values of transparency, efficiency, equality and the ensuring of quality services which correspond to user expectations, who are becoming the principal target of the health system [3].
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2 AIMS
The promoting of open electronic governance leads to the reconfiguration of the health field as well, which is called upon to respond to the contemporary challenges to curtail incurred expenses, promote effectiveness and also increase in satisfaction for users of health services [4]. The volume of information that is transmitted on a daily basis in the sensitive field of health, constantly increases [5]. In order to exploit it, there is a demand for a management system which will ascertain the communication between various health professionals, the collaboration of individual sectors between them and the final making of right, and at the same time rapid decisions [6]. This paper aims to investigate the contribution of the electronic information management of electronic online programs implemented through health IT, in the Greek hospital management. More specifically, after listing the most important electronic programs used in the Greek Health System, it intends to highlight the utility of these programs, the question of their further exploitation through interoperability and to highlight issues that are a challenge for modern health systems, as highlighted from the review of contemporary literature.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodology followed consists of a review of the relevant Greek and foreign-language, printed and electronic bibliography, in libraries and authoritative databases.

Theory/Calculation
Health Informatics
Health Informatics comprises a vigorous and developing field in the contemporary health system and its role is constantly upgraded. It copes with the thorough processing of data, information and knowledge which arises in the healthcare sector from time to time, with their best possible utilization as a primary goal [7]. Health Informatics, exploiting the technology of electronic computers and telecommunication networks, is related to and immediately affects hospital management, as well as the functions of designing planning, inspection and evaluation of hospital units and health centers [8].

The concept of Hospital Management
Hospital Management refers to the skill of administration of health organizations, which are regarded as intricate systems of increased administrative complexity [9]. Hospi-
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Electronic programs at the service of the Greek Health System

As Yfantopoulos has highlighted, the health systems comprise “the spine of the social state” in every country [19]. They were created and developed during the last fifty years, as in some cases they were put to trial by severe economic crises and social disputes and in other cases they entered an orbit of modernization and reform, retaining their public character. The Greek health system essentially comprises, as Kyriopoulos and Beazoglou said, “a mixture of an “integrated” Beveridge type system and of a “contractual” type or “compensation” Bismark type” while its operation is regulated by the central administration using cost and productivity criteria [20].

The Greek healthcare system, as healthcare systems of most countries besides, is faced up against accumulated problems in the citizen’s relations with the services (responsiveness, quality, accessibility) and the need for rationalization and utilization of the available resources of the system [21]. For the venture of handling the conflicts of the Greek health system -both on the level of institutional set-up and a functional/ business level- plenty of electronic programs are used. These have been designed aiming at the organizational and administrative unification of health services, the provision of timely, effective and easily accessible services, as well as the simultaneous reinforcement of the mechanisms of surveillance, control, evaluation and feedback [22].

Electronic programs essentially comprise information systems that is a total of different components which interact with one another for the gathering, the processing, the storage and distribution of information available. Their ultimate goal is the production of data, which are useful and necessary for a full and comprehensive awareness. Their operation is based on a network of computers and it exploits the modern achievements of science and technology. Their components are the people involved (operators and users), the procedures followed and the equipment being used (material, software, data). The last few years, electronic programs are materialized in the Greek health system, within the Greek framework of open government e-GIF (Electronic Government Interoperability Framework) and e-management of the information, specifying the commands of the European action eEurope 2005-eGovernment and the program eEurope-2010 [23]. Among these programs are included: (1) the electronic networking program called “Clarity” (in Greek: “Diavgeia”), (2) the electronic program called originally “ESY.net” and then “BIForms”, (3) the “Price Observatory” of the Central Committee for Health Supplies of the Greek Ministry of Health, (4) the electronic prescription, (5) the electronic patient record (EPR) and (6) the Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs). The first three programs have been designed exclusively for the Greek administrative and economic sector in hospitals, in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the services provided but also the clinical functioning of the healthcare institutions, while the other three electronic programs already being implemented in a lot of European states, among them the pioneers Denmark, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Estonia, Sweden, Finland and Germany [24].

Specifically, in the electronic program of “Diaegia”, the total of the administrative and financial activity of all the

4 RESULTS

Electronic programs at the service of the Greek Health System

A powerful connective link between health informatics and hospital management is the information itself, which due to its major significance was characterized by Wolper as “the currency of the twenty-first century” [14]. Since information management is given prominence to as a matter of essential importance, the role of informatics in the health system is intensified, while is gradually changing from peripheral to vital and from supportive to strategic. This role will be upgraded further more in the nearer future since the use of artificial intelligence is expected to give more qualitative features to information management. The concept of open e-Government according to Alexopoulos [15], concerns the utilization of electronic means available, so as to achieve interaction between government bodies and businesses or citizens. The main concern is the provision of thorough services, which will be guided by reliability and consistency, while being able to offer the directly concerned party, clear facilitation regarding the services that have to do with them, limiting bureaucracy [16]. The applications of health informatics have as a goal the introduction of informative units and systems in administration, facilitating hospital management.

The online management of information is pursued for limitation of bureaucratic procedures, faster provision of medical healthcare, financial control and cost containment. Health informatics can combine individual units into a uniform information system, which is widely available to users. This way, the need of multiple retention of piecemeal files is invalidated and the followed procedures are systematized and redesigned [17]. Nevertheless, it is stressed with emphasis that the human capital continues to possess the most important part and to influence the utilization of information systems decisively, co-shaping their operation [18].
The “Price Observatory” is an innovative electronic health program which functions centrally under the authority of the Committee for Supplies of the Greek Ministry of Health. It is an electronic database where the prices at which hospitals were supplied with the essential for their proper functioning materials, items and medical equipment, are registered by them. Since for the provision of all items a uniform encoding is applied, the lowest price achieved is recorded in each code and that is in effect on a panhellenic scale as a quota, while it refers to the system and the hospital which configured it [28]. Thus, a better monitoring of the supplies is accomplished and competitiveness is reinforced for the ensuring of better prices and expenditure restraint. In addition, the Committee for Supplies of the Greek Ministry of Health and the public sector bodies are provided with the possibility of systematic comprehensive monitoring of the stocks and disposals of all registered materials and medical devices by type.

The electronic uniform medication list consists of the available approved pharmaceutical preparations, their cost and the amount of their forecast compensation. The program of electronic prescription enables the electronic entries of prescriptions on the part of the doctors with the help of individual codes [29]. The promoted policy of opting for generic medicinal products (that is, the copies of medicinal products) instead of the expensive prototypes as well as the mandatory prescription of the active substance and not the commercial name of the medicine contributes to the counterbalance of the cost and the desirable effect [30]. As a result, both the curtailment of the pharmaceutical expense and the electronic monitoring of prescription behavior in real time, become feasible with the administering of more economical generic medicinal products [31].

The electronic patient record or otherwise called electronic health file comprises an individual electronic list, where medical data that concern the patient are entered and kept (admission date for treatment, time of healthcare, laboratory and private clinic examinations that were conducted, medication and other therapeutic interventions, information on the charges of provided services, previous services offered as well as acute incidents reports). This electronic file is available to any healthcare institution and authorized doctor, aiming at the right diagnosis and the limitation of medical errors [32]. Thus facilitates the distance medical advice, while at the same time it makes the e-prescribing, possible. Furthermore, it contributes to the correct monitoring of patients, the elimination of multiple sign-ups in the system, the limitation of operational cost (e.g. avoidance of pointless examinations, charge facilitation, distribution of funds in relation to the diagnosis and treatment), while at the same time it creates an “e-library” that is also useful for research purposes [33]. The benefits towards a better health care and healthcare management are evident, while the debate on the preservation of patient’s privacy still remains an open issue. As the data included in the patient’s medical records are among the most sensitive personal data (main disease, history of current disease, allergies and drugs, medical history, family history, social history, professional

The implementation of “ESY.net” (“BI.Forms”) serves the Benchmarking technique, facilitating the continuous process of comparative measurements and inter-company comparisons, the extraction of comparative data per hospital and per health district -also serving as indicators of their performance assessment- and the standardization of the best procedures.
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5 DISCUSSION

The wager of interoperability

Interoperability refers to the ability of different systems to interact, so as to achieve mutual benefits and the agreed upon common goals, through the exchange of information, knowledge and data. Health organizations, in order to increase their efficiency and effectiveness, readapt hospital management, utilizing various instruments and applications, the benefits of which are maximized through the interoperability and the creation of a uniform electronic grid of programs, which comprises the main concern. The interconnection and interoperability of the separate electronic programs can configure a uniform information network of health and e-government, with the pursued outcome of optimal services provision through the implementation of a new organizational and governance model. In 2012 the European Commission, through the Directorate-General for Health of the European Union, adopted common rules of procedure for the implementation of the e-Health network in European countries, aiming at interoperability and uniform evaluation [39].

6 CONCLUSIONS

From this literature review arises the systematic utilization of informatics applications by health professionals during the last few years, with the transition to the extensive networking and complete networking systems which depend on the collaboration idea and multiple ways of access, based mainly on the possibilities that the Internet provides [40]. This way, the organizational structure of the information system of a health institution - combined with the available infrastructure, organization and the followed methods of circulation and exploitation of the produced information - is numbered among the most significant investments which a health unit is called upon to make [41].

Especially the case of Greece gets a great interest since the implementation of electronic programs coincided with the turbulent years of the economic crisis. Thus, information technology was used as a challenge and a tool to reduce hospital operational costs and to promote reforms in the direction of upgrading health services. Primary results are encouraging, as the available data show that the operational costs of hospitals have been reduced, while on the other hand the electronic upgrade of the administrative sectors of the hospitals affects positively, especially in the areas of transparency and patient confidence.

The usage of electronic Internet programs under no circumstances substitutes the hospital surroundings and the conventional way of healthcare provision. On the contrary, it leads to the reinforcement and the further expansion of health services both regionally and temporally, as well as regarding the speed, availability, operability, monitoring and curtailing cost potentials, the degree of participation and awareness and service improvement. In order for the above goals to be fulfilled, it is vital that reconfiguration and modernization are attempted. Health organizations must adopt a complete and flexible administrative/financial model of governance, adapted to the contemporary demands of their external but also internal environment, which will pursue to optimize the offered services in the field of health through the exploitation of the available electronic applications.
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